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Abstract: The Juno spacecraft acquired direct observations of the Jovian magnetosphere and 
auroral emissions from a vantage point above the poles. Juno’s capture orbit spanned the Jovian 
magnetosphere from bow shock to the planet, providing magnetic field, charged particle, and 
wave phenomena context for Juno’s passage over the poles and traverse of Jupiter’s hazardous 
inner radiation belts. Juno’s energetic particle and plasma detectors measured electrons 
precipitating in the polar regions, exciting intense aurorae, observed simultaneously by the 
ultraviolet and infrared imaging spectrographs. Juno transited beneath the most intense parts of 
the radiation belts, passed ~4,000 kilometers above the cloudtops at closest approach, well inside 
the Jovian rings, and recorded the electrical signatures of high velocity impacts with small 
particles as it traversed the equator.  
 
 
 
One Sentence Summary: Juno’s instruments provide complete polar maps of Jovian UV 
aurorae, spatially resolved images of the IR southern aurorae, and in-situ direct measurements of 
precipitating charged particle populations exciting the aurora. 
  
The Juno Mission serves two principal science objectives. The first is to understand the origin 
and evolution of Jupiter, informing the formation of our solar system and planetary systems 
around other stars. Servicing this objective, Juno’s measurements of gravity, magnetic fields, and 
atmospheric composition and circulation probe deep inside Jupiter to constrain its interior 
structure and composition [1]. The second objective takes advantage of Juno’s close-in polar 
orbits to explore Jupiter’s polar magnetosphere and intense aurorae [2]. From a vantage point 
above the poles, Juno’s fields and particles instrumentation gather direct in-situ observations of 
the particle populations exciting the aurora, which are imaged simultaneously by Juno’s 
ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) imaging spectrographs.  
Juno’s payload includes a suite of fields and particle instruments for in-situ sampling of Jupiter’s 
environment. Juno’s magnetometer investigation (MAG) consists of a pair of vector fluxgate 
magnetometers and proximate star cameras for accurate mapping of the planetary magnetic field 
[3]. The Jupiter Energetic Particle Detector Instrument (JEDI) measures electrons in the energy 
range 30 – 800 keV and ions from 10 keV to >1MeV [4] whilst the Jovian Auroral Distributions 
Experiment (JADE) measures electrons with energies of 0.1 to 100 keV and ions from 5 to 50 
keV [5]. Jovian radio and plasma waves are recorded with the Plasma Waves Instrument 
(Waves) which covers the spectrum from 50 Hz to >40 MHz (supplementary materials). Remote 
observations of the aurora are acquired by a long-slit ultraviolet spectrograph (UVS) counting 
individual UV photons [6] with wavelengths between 68–210 nm and the Jupiter Infrared 
Auroral Mapper (JIRAM) which performs imagery and spectrometry over a range (2–5 µm) of 
infrared wavelengths [7].  
Jupiter’s dynamo generates the most intense planetary magnetic field in the solar system, with a 
dipole moment ~20,000 times that of Earth and surface field magnitudes (1 bar level; fluid 
planets use a pressure level for reference) about 20 times greater than Earth’s [8]. The supersonic 
solar wind is slowed well upstream of Jupiter forming a bow shock (BS) where the ionized solar 
wind is abruptly decelerated and heated by the obstruction created by Jupiter’s magnetic field. 
Downstream of the shock lies a region of turbulent flow called the magnetosheath, separated 
from the region within (the magnetosphere) by the magnetopause (MP). Throughout the 
magnetosphere, charged particle motion is guided by the magnetic fields originating within 
Jupiter’s interior, and, to a lesser extent, currents distributed throughout the magnetosphere.  
Juno encountered the Jovian bow shock just once (June 24, 2016, day of year DOY 176), at a 
radial distance of 128 Rj (Jovian radii, 1 Rj = 71,492 km), on initial approach to Jupiter 
(supplementary material). Multiple MP crossings were observed spanning the next 5 days (June 
25-29, DOY 177-181) at radial distances of 74-114 Rj, prior to orbit insertion on July 4 (DOY 
186). Juno’s approach and first few orbits lie very nearly in the dawn meridian, so all BS and MP 
observations are representative of the dawn flank of Jupiter’s magnetosphere. Observation of 
only one bow shock upon approach suggests that the magnetosphere was expanding in size, a 
conclusion bolstered by the multiple BS encounters experienced outbound (DOY 199-210) 
during the 53.5 day capture orbit at radial distances of 92–112 Rj before apojove on DOY 213 
(~113 Rj), and at distances of 102–108 Rj thereafter (DOY 221-224). Apojove during the 53.5 
day orbits occurred at a radial distance of ~113 Rj, so Juno resides at distances of >92 Rj for 
little more than half of its orbital period (~29 days). Thus on the first two orbits, Juno 
encountered the MP boundary a great many times at radial distances of ~81–113 Rj.  
Juno’s traverse through the well-ordered portion of the Jovian magnetosphere is illustrated in 
Figure 1, in which the measured magnetic field magnitude is compared with a magnetospheric 
model derived from earlier flybys. The variation in magnetic field magnitude throughout most of 
the 10-day interval centered on closest approach to Jupiter (1.06 Rj) at 12:53 UT is well 
understood based upon prior knowledge of the planetary magnetic field [8] and that of the Jovian 
magnetodisc [10], a system of azimuthal currents flowing in a washer-shaped disc within a few 
Rj of the magnetic equator. Upon approach (DOY 235-237), precipitous decreases in the 
observed magnetic field magnitude result from Juno’s traversal of the magnetic equator where 
magnetodisc currents effectively nullify the internal field. Outbound from perijove (periapsis of 
Jupiter orbit), Juno traveled through higher magnetic latitudes and did not penetrate the 
magnetodisc currents so close to Jupiter. Juno’s first passage through the Jovian magnetosphere, 
both inbound and outbound, most closely resembled the inbound portion of the high-latitude 
Ulysses flyby [11]. These three passages are well described by a magnetodisc model with 
substantially less current density per unit radius [12] compared to the that prevalent during the 
Voyager and Pioneer encounters.  
The magnetic field observed in the previously unexplored region close to the planet 
(radius<1.3Rj) was dramatically different from that predicted by existing spherical harmonic 
models, revealing a planetary magnetic field rich in spatial variation, possibly due to a relatively 
large dynamo radius [1]. Perhaps the most perplexing observation was one that was missing: the 
expected magnetic signature of intense field aligned currents (Birkeland currents) associated 
with the main aurora. We did not identify large magnetic perturbations associated with Juno’s 
traverse of field lines rooted in the main auroral oval (supplementary material).    
Juno’s Waves instrument made observations of radio and plasma wave phenomena throughout 
the first perijove (Figure 2).  These observations were obtained at low altitudes whilst crossing 
magnetic field lines mapped to Jupiter’s complex auroras, so can be compared with terrestrial 
observations. Jupiter’s auroral radio emissions are displayed in Figure 2a, particularly after 
perijove. Many of the features in the figure are organized by a fundamental mode of the plasma, 
the electron cyclotron frequency (simply related to magnetic field intensity by fce[Hz] = 
28|B|[nT]).  The radio emissions in Figure 2a-b (and near the top of 2c) are confined to 
frequencies at or above fce.  These radio emissions are thought to be generated by the cyclotron 
maser instability (CMI) at frequencies at or just below fce [13].  Since these radio emissions 
closely approach the line at fce in several locations, and show intensification as they do so, it 
appears that Juno passed very close to (if not through) the source regions for these emissions.   
Figures 2c&d show the electric and magnetic components, respectively, of waves at frequencies 
below 20 kHz.  The two intensifications of this emission just after 12:00 and near 13:30 UT 
demarcate Juno’s passage over Jupiter’s main auroral oval. These features are thought to be 
whistler-mode hiss, often called auroral hiss [14] and correspond to features in the energetic 
electron distributions described below.  These waves exist at frequencies below the lower of fce 
and fpe, the electron plasma frequency [related to electron density ne by ne = (fpe/8980)2 with ne 
expressed in cm-3 and fpe in Hz].  The lack of features in the wave spectrum identifying the 
electron plasma frequency makes it difficult to determine the electron density. However, the 
identification of the emissions in Fig 2c&d below a few 10’s of kHz as whistler mode hiss and 
those above 20 kHz but below fce in Fig 2b as ordinary mode radio emission (perhaps related to 
continuum radiation) are both consistent with electron densities of order 10 cm-3 in the polar 
regions.  The intensifications in Fig 2c&d with a period of 15 minutes, after 14:00, are 
suggestive of a link to pulsating auroras reported by Earth-based observers in both ultraviolet and 
x-ray wavelengths. 
The intense burst of noise centered near perijove in Fig 2c and extending into Fig 2b is 
associated with dust grains impacting the Waves electric antenna (or perhaps the spacecraft). The 
grains impact the spacecraft with a relative velocity of  >60 km s-1, which provides sufficient 
kinetic energy to vaporize the grain and a portion of target material, from which a fully-ionized 
high-temperature gas (~105 K) evolves. The expanding plasma cloud from each impact produces 
an impulse in the electric channel of the Waves receiver that can be counted, yielding an 
estimated impact rate of a few per second near the jovigraphic equator.  These grains are 
presumably being lost from Jupiter’s ring system into the planetary atmosphere. 
Electron and ion observations obtained during the same 24-hour interval are presented in Figure 
3. The broad bright region between about 4:00 and 8:00 represents a period of time when the 
spacecraft dipped into Jupiter’s radiation belts where high electron and ion intensities are 
encountered [15]. This period is centered on a local minimum in (dipole) magnetic latitude, at 
radial distances between 7 and 10 Rj, and ~4 Rj above the magnetic equator. This is close to, but 
not within, the current-carrying region (-3<z<3 Rj) prevailing in magnetodisc models fitted to 
prior observations confined to lower latitudes. These observations, and intensities encountered 
near hours 20-22 at radial distances between 9 and 11 Rj, also a local minimum in magnetic 
latitude but now ~5 Rj below the magnetic equator, suggest a broader distribution of magnetodisc 
currents about the magnetic equator relative to more distant crossings.  
At about 8:35, JEDI and JADE observed localized electron intensification with JEDI electron 
distributions (Figure 3b) symmetrically aligned with the local magnetic field direction, with the 
largest intensifications near pitch angles of 0° and 180° [16].  This is the faint feature in Figures 
3a,b,d,e just after the broad intensification between 4:00 and 8:00 UT. This occurred when Juno, 
at a distance of ~6 Rj from Jupiter’s center, crossed magnetic field lines that map to the main 
northern auroral oval. The relatively dark region between ~8:40 and ~12:00 represents the 
traversal of the polar cap, the region poleward of the northern main auroral oval.  That same dark 
region is repeated for the southern polar pass, between ~14:00 and ~18:00. Within both of these 
polar cap regions, JEDI observed mono-directional, upward-directed electron beams confined 
narrowly to the measured magnetic field directions.  Those beams are indicated in Figure 3b by 
the brightening near 0° pitch angle (8:40 to 11:30) and also near 180° (14:00 to 18:00).  Beyond 
~18:30 the spacecraft skims a region with magnetic field lines that map to the main auroral oval, 
where low contrast (low max/min) bi-directional electron beaming is observed. Near the center 
of Figure 3 (~12:00 to ~13:30), ion and electron sensors responded to additional structures 
mapping to the main auroral oval and also intense radiation within the high-latitude horns of the 
radiation belts, shown at higher temporal and spatial resolution in Figure 4. Figure 4a is an 
energy-time spectrogram for only those electrons moving downward towards Jupiter with pitch 
angles within +/-15° of the magnetic field. All of the downward energy distributions are 
monotonic, without peaks in the energy distributions common to Earth auroral distributions. In 
this brief time span, Juno traversed field lines mapped to the northern auroral oval, the inner 
radiation belt, and the southern auroral oval. 
Figure 4b shows more clearly, on the left, the bi-directional, but asymmetric electron beams 
observed by the JEDI electron detectors within the northern polar cap. The downward-traveling 
electron beam (near 180° at left, across the northern polar cap, and near 0° at right, across the 
southern polar cap) deposits energy into Jupiter’s upper atmosphere, potentially powering Jovian 
auroral emissions. Figure 4c provides an estimate of the energy deposition contributed by 30 – 
1000 keV electrons, calculated using electron intensities within 15° of the downward field line 
(we exclude intensities within the indicated radiation belts, where very high energy electrons 
penetrate detector shielding).   
Energy depositions up to ~80 mW m-2 are observed in the northern hemisphere and up to ~200 
mW m-2 in the southern hemisphere, both observed within the geometric loss cones.  These 
energy depositions are sufficient to account for typical auroral UV luminosities at Jupiter [17]. 
These measurements imply that Juno may have passed beneath the acceleration region powering 
Jovian auroral emissions, at least on this occasion. 
The highest JEDI energy deposition in the northern hemisphere (near 12:15 UT) was associated 
with a non-beaming diffuse precipitation, as demonstrated by the character of the pitch angle 
distribution at that time.  While mechanisms for the generation of angular beams with monotonic 
energy distributions have been discussed in the context of Earth’s polar regions [18, 19], the 
context there may be different, since intense aurora are not generally associated with those 
beams.   
At the center of Figure 4 (~12:45) there appears a localized population of particles (ions or 
electrons; particle species is unknown, because the JEDI ion sensor is turned off within 10 
minutes of periapsis) evidently centered about the actual magnetic equator crossing, in 
agreement with that computed using spherical harmonic models of the magnetic field (~20° 
latitude at ~92° sys III longitude). The feature is confined in pitch angle because the loss cones 
are very large so close to the planet; its origin is unknown. 
During the period near closest approach, the JADE ion sensor observed three distinct ion 
populations (Figure 5). In the northern hemisphere at ~12:13 UT, JADE observed three ion 
populations, each separated in energy per charge (E/Q) and having a mean energy of ~5, 0.2, and 
0.02 keV/Q, respectively. The mean energy of the two higher energy ion populations decreased 
with time until their abrupt disappearance at ~12:20 UT, coinciding with the spacecraft moving 
equatorward of the Io (Jupiter’s innermost Galilean satellite) flux tube footprint [20]. The TOF 
spectra (Figure 5) show strong peaks for mass per charge (m/Q) of 1 (H+), 8 (O++), 10.67 (S+++), 
16 (O+ or S++), and a weaker peak for 32 (S+). The strongest signal is from m/q of 16. These ions 
have energies > 0.1 keV/Q, appear to be moving together, and appear to originate from Io 
[21,22]. A third, lower energy population of 10’s of eV protons is also observed during this 
timeframe. These low energy protons may be outflowing from Jupiter. During this pass JADE 
did not detect a significant population of H3+ ions. These three distinct ion distributions 
reappeared in the southern hemisphere starting at ~13:21 as Juno moved poleward of the Io flux 
tube footprint. The energies and trends seen in these ion distributions are similar to that observed 
in the northern hemisphere. 
The electron distributions showed similar energy dependence as the ions. Starting at 12:10 UT, 
JADE began to observe ~1 – 10 keV electrons whose energy decreased to below the 0.1 keV 
lower limit of the sensor by 12:16 as the spacecraft moved towards Jupiter’s equator. A similar 
profile was observed in the southern hemisphere between 13:25 and 13:35. These lower energy 
electrons are representative of electron distributions in Jupiter’s plasma disk (not associated with 
UV main auroral emissions). 
Juno’s UV and IR imaging spectrographs captured images and spectra of Jovian northern and 
southern aurora from a unique vantage point above the poles. The northern auroral oval is offset 
from the rotation pole by virtue of the geometry of Jupiter’s magnetic field, and most longitudes 
can be imaged from near-equatorial latitudes. Thus many images of the northern aurora have 
been previously obtained in the IR [23] and UV [24,25] using earth-based and earth-orbiting 
telescopes (e.g., the Hubble Space Telescope). The southern aurora is more closely confined to 
high polar latitudes and therefore less visible from near-equatorial latitudes.  
Figure 6 displays complete polar maps of Jupiter’s northern and southern UV polar aurorae and a 
polar map of Jupiter’s southern aurora in the IR. The UV maps are an assemblage of slit scans 
across the polar region acquired with every spacecraft rotation (30s). The UVS field of view is 
steered by spacecraft rotation and the orientation of the UVS scan mirror at the instrument 
entrance aperture. The UV brightness map is a measure of the energy flux of precipitating 
electrons that generate auroral emissions. The color ratio quantifies the amount of methane 
absorption (wavelengths <140 nm) and is a proxy for precipitating electron energy. The more 
energetic electrons penetrate deeper into the atmosphere before impacting an atmospheric 
molecule (H2); UV photons originating deep in the atmosphere suffer more absorption (higher 
color ratio). Color ratios have long been observed from Earth orbit [26, 27], but with difficulty 
owing to the geometry of observation.  
 
Jupiter’s night-side UV aurora show a very intense and strongly absorbed (high color ratio) patch 
of outer emissions (at system III longitudes ~230°-280°) in the northern polar region and a 
complex structure protruding from the main auroral oval into the polar region in the south 
(system III longitudes ~20°-40°). Substantial brightness and color ratio differences are seen 
between the hemispheres, attributed to either hemispheric asymmetries [26] or temporal 
variations. 
The IR intensity image of the southern aurora (Figure 6e) is assembled from 25 L-band filter 
images (3.3-3.6 micron). Intensity observed in this band is dominated by multiple H3+ emission 
lines, observed with high signal-to-noise against a background effectively darkened by 
absorption due to methane [28]. This image was obtained within a span of 12 minutes ~6 hours 
after perijove. The single pixel spatial resolution is ~150 km. The thickness of the main oval is 
quite variable along the arc. The IR aurora is thicker on the dusk side of the planet and thinner on 
the dawn side, as in UV. The UVS image (Figure 6c) was acquired ~5 hrs prior to the IR image, 
nearly opposite in local time from the JIRAM image in 6e. 
The UV and IR auroral images both show Iogenic emissions [29, 30], either near the 
instantaneous IFT footprint or along the very long wake left behind the Io footprint, and 
emissions associated with the other Galilean satellites [31]. The Europa wake is also present 
(near 120° longitude) in the IR image, partially obscured by main oval emissions. JIRAM can 
only observe in the plane orthogonal to the spacecraft spin axis. The IR color ratio map (Figure 
6f) provides a measure of the temperature of the polar atmosphere at the altitude of the H3+ 
emission. It is compiled from JIRAM spectral observations by taking the ratio of two prominent 
H3+ emission lines (3.5 µm and 3.7 µm). This ratio is dependent upon temperature, ranging from  
~1.5 at 850 K to ~1.83 at 1100 K [32]. JIRAM spectra suggest that the polar cap region interior 
to the main oval between longitudes 30°-90° W is colder than the surrounding area.  
Three typical Jovian auroral regions (outer, main, and inner emissions) can be identified in both 
the UV [25] and IR [33], together with well-identified sub-structures, such as the Io and 
Ganymede footprints [34], the large regions of UV emission associated with plasma injection 
signatures [35, 36] and the main emission discontinuity around noon. The overall aurora 
brightness level is somewhat dim, but not atypically so [37], and the UV color ratio values are 
similar to previous observations [26, 27]. While there is much similarity between UV and IR 
auroras, there are differences related to the emission mechanisms at work in both cases. UV 
emissions are more directly responsive to precipitating particles and as such evidence rapid time 
variations [37]. In contrast, IR emissions are thermally exited and provide a measurement of 
upper atmospheric temperature and thereby a measure of energy deposition, whether by particle 
precipitation or Joule heating. The IR aurora responds more slowly to energy input [28, 38] and 
is diagnostic of the transfer of angular momentum from Jupiter to (ionized) mass flowing 
outward in its magnetosphere [39].    
Juno has provided observations of fields and particles in the polar magnetosphere of Jupiter as 
well as high-resolution images of the auroras at UV and IR wavelengths. While many of the 
observations have terrestrial analogs it appears that different processes are at work in exciting the 
aurora and in communicating the ionosphere-magnetosphere interaction. We observed plasmas 
upwelling from the ionosphere, providing a mechanism whereby Jupiter helps populate its 
magnetosphere.  The weakness of the magnetic field-aligned electric currents associated with the 
main aurora, and the broadly distributed nature of electron beaming in the polar caps, suggest a 
radically different conceptual model of Jupiter’s interaction with its space environment.  The 
(precipitating) energetic particles associated with Jovian aurora are very different from the 
peaked energy distributions that power the most intense auroral emissions at Earth.  
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Fig. 1.: Measured magnetic field magnitude (black, solid) and distance above the magnetic 
equator (purple) as a function of time and distance from Jupiter during Juno’s first perijove pass. 
A model (blue) combines the planetary magnetic field (VIP4 spherical harmonic [9] model) with 
that of the magnetodisc, a system of azimuthal currents confined to within ~3 Rj of the magnetic 
equator (shaded region). The magnetic field magnitude increases by over six orders of magnitude 
on approach to perijove, where a field of 7.766 G was observed.  
 
  
 Fig. 2.: Radio and plasma wave observations in Jupiter’s polar magnetosphere during Juno’s first 
perijove pass. The intensity or spectral density (SD) of one electric component (panels a-c) of 
waves as a function of frequency (50 Hz to 40 MHz) and time and one magnetic component 
(panel d) as a function of frequency (50 Hz to 20 kHz) and time is indicated by the color bar. The 
white curve in all panels is the electron cyclotron frequency calculated from the magnitude of the 
magnetic field by fce[Hz] = 28|B|[nT]. Red arrows in panels a and b identify emissions observed 
with increasing intensity just above fce that may indicate proximity to or passage through 
emission source regions. 
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their actual energy. The JADE ion spectrogram (panel d) sums ion counts over all directions and 
ion species (units of keV/charge, i.e., E/Q).    
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Figure 5: Observations of plasma at latitudes equatorward of the main auroral oval in the 
northern (left) and southern (right) hemispheres. The top panels show the Energy/Time of Flight 
(TOF) distributions for the time ranges below. Overlaid on the Energy/TOF plots are traces 
showing the position of mass/charge (m/q) of 1 (H+), 2 (H+ or He++), 4 (He+), 8 (O++), 10.7 
(S+++), 16(O+ or S++), and 32 (S+). Due to interactions in the carbon foil of the TOF section, the 
peak at (m/q)=2 is primarily due to incident protons. Ions (total) as a function of energy and time 
are shown in the middle panels, and electrons observed by JADE are shown in the bottom panel.  
 Fig. 6. Orthographic polar projections at the 1 bar level of the ultraviolet (panels a-d) and 
infrared (e-f) auroral emissions, comparing intensities (left column) and spectral color ratios 
(right column) with the model auroral oval (AU: innermost dashed oval) and Io fluxtube 
footprint (IFT: outer dashed circle) computed using the VIP4 model internal field [9] and model 
magnetodisc. The footprint of the spacecraft is shown by the solid line, with hourly tic marks to 
facilitate comparison with in-situ fields and particles observations shown in Figures 1-4. Top 
panels are northern UV aurora, center and bottom panels compare UV and IR southern aurora. 
UV intensities are summed between 60-180 nm and UV color ratios are given as 155-
162nm/123-130nm. UVS north (south) polar data acquired between 09:52:35 and 10:40:59 
(13:22:39 and 14:34:12) UT on DOY 240, 2016. The infrared aurora (left) is a mosaic of 25 L 
band filter images (3.3-3.6 um) obtained with 1s integration time from between 18:09:21 and 
18:22:10 UT on DOY 240, showing emission due to the H3+ ion. The spectral color ratio (right) 
is obtained from JIRAM spectra acquired between 14:45 and 19:51 UT as the ratio of two H3+ 
emission lines (3.5 µm/3.7 µm) that is diagnostic of temperature (blue relatively cold, red, hot). 
Gray regions are areas devoid of data.   
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Waves Investigation  
 
The Waves instrument utilizes two sensors: i) an electric dipole antenna mounted on the 
aft flight deck, oriented with its sensitive axis parallel to Juno’s y axis and ii) a search 
coil magnetometer mounted to the spacecraft with its sensitive axis parallel to Juno’s z 
axis (the spacecraft rotation axis).  Search coil output is processed by the Low Frequency 
Receiver over a frequency range of 50 Hz to 20 kHz.  Electric field signals are processed 
via an identical channel.  Waveforms from these channels are Fourier transformed to 
produce a logarithmically-spaced spectrum with ~16 channels per decade.  A mid-
frequency band included in the Low Frequency Receiver processes electric dipole signals 
from 10 kHz to 150 kHz.  These waveforms are Fourier transformed to produce a 
logarithmically-spaced spectrum with ~15 channels per decade.  Redundant High 
Frequency Receivers process electric dipole signals between 100 kHz and 40 MHz.  This 
receiver includes channels from 3 to 40 MHz (with 1 MHz bandwidth) in which 
amplitudes are detected in a sweep frequency receiver mode.  Between 100 kHz and 
3 MHz, waveforms are acquired and processed to generate a logarithmically-spaced 
spectrum with ~18 channels per decade.  All of these spectral components can be 
collected every 1, 10, or 30 seconds, with the selection dependent on telemetry allocation.  
Waveforms from each of these receivers may be collected in high-speed burst modes, for 
limited intervals of time at low duty cycle.  A 1-MHz band tuned to include the local 
electron cyclotron frequency is also used for burst waveforms from the High Frequency 
Receiver.   
 
Supplementary Text 
 
Bow Shock and Magnetopause Observations 
 
During the approach to Jupiter, Juno encountered the Jovian bow shock (BS) just once at 
18:16 UT on 24 June 2016 (DOY 176) at a radial distance of ~128 Jovian radii.  All 
times are spacecraft event times (SCET) – universal time (UT). Figure S1 shows 
observations of ions observed by JADE, electric fields observed by Waves, and the 
magnetic field observed by the MAG instrument.  Prior to crossing the shock, the JADE 
Ion instrument observed two well-defined peaks in energy per charge for cold protons 
and alpha particles as is usual for the solar wind.  Waves observed electron plasma 
oscillations at frequencies of ~7 kHz, indicating an electron density of about 0.6 cm-3.  
The magnetic field magnitude was about 1.5 nT.  The shock itself is characterized by 
heating of the plasma as indicated by the much broader energy distribution in the JADE 
data.  The Waves data show a broadband burst of waves and a cessation of the upstream 
plasma oscillations.  The magnetic field magnitude increases to about 5 nT indicating a 
relatively strong shock, even though Juno is near the dawn meridian at a magnetic local 
time of 6.3 h.   
 
The first magnetopause crossing (MP) occurred at ~21:20 UT on 25 June 2016 
(DOY177) at ~114 RJ.  Figure S2 shows JADE, Waves, and MAG data for this event.  
The dashed line indicates the MP.  Both the electrons and ions observed by JADE show 
much more energetic particle populations just inside the magnetopause with evidence of 
further energization as Juno continued inward.  The magnetopause is clearly observed in 
the Waves electric field spectrum with the appearance of trapped continuum radiation 
that fills the magnetospheric cavity.  There is an ordinary mode emission that propagates 
down to the electron plasma frequency; hence, the low-frequency cutoff provides 
information on the magnetospheric density.  Just inside the MP, the density is about 
0.005 cm-3.  The magnetic field shows a strong rotation at the MP, but is highly variable 
during this time.  A partial MP crossing is also evident in Figure S2 at about 20:21.  This 
is seen primarily in the JADE and MAG data.  Additional MP crossings were observed 
on DOY 180 and 181 at radial distances of 84-74 RJ as shown in Figure S3.  
 
Juno’s approach lies very nearly in the dawn meridian, so all BS and MP observations are 
representative of the dawn flank of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (Figure S3). Observation of 
one BS and initially only one MP upon approach suggests that Juno encountered a 
magnetosphere expanding in size.  The multiple MP crossings detected 4 days later at 84 
to 74 RJ suggests a contracting magnetosphere as Juno approached its orbit insertion on 
DOY 186.   
 
Search for Birkeland Currents Crossing the Main Aurora 
 
Figures S4 shows magnetic field perturbations and electron intensities observed as Juno 
crossed magnetic field lines rooted in the main auroral oval. In order to see small 
fluctuations in the magnetic field in the presence of a large background field, we fit a 
spline function to each component of the vector magnetic field in planetocentric spherical 
coordinates and show here the difference between the observed field and the spline fit. 
The differences are averaged with a 30 s running average (s/c spin period) to remove 
residual artifacts associated with the coordinate transformation to an inertial system. 
Figure S4 shows the period associated (main text) with crossing the main auroral oval 
inbound (DOY 240 08:15 to 09:00) at ~6 Rj radial distance. During this inbound 
crossing, Birkeland currents may have contributed only a few nT as Juno transited the 
main auroral oval (against a background field of ~2500 nT to ~4000 nT). This is much 
less than that observed (~20 nT) by the Ulysses spacecraft [41] in transit of the main 
auroral oval at greater radial distances (15-20 Rj). One expects Birkeland current 
densities to increase dramatically with decreasing distance to Jupiter [42]. 
 
Spacecraft attitude reconstruction (for elements on the MAG boom) has not been 
completed, so estimates of the magnitude of fluctuations associated with Birkeland 
currents in much stronger fields are not available at this time.  
  
 
 
Fig. S1. 
Bow shock observations. (A) Ions (primarily protons and alpha particles) energy (eV/q) 
and count rate as a function of time, (B) electric field spectral density (white vertical line 
is a data gap), and (C) magnetic field components in the SCSE coordinate system during 
Juno’s passage through the bow shock. In the SCSE coordinate system, x is aligned with 
the sun-spacecraft vector, y is parallel to the sun’s equator, and z completes the right-
handed system. At the time of observation Juno was 128 Rj distant.  
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 Fig. S2 
Magnetopause observations. (A) ions as in figure S1, (B) energy (eV/q) and count rate of 
electrons, (C) electric field spectral density and (D) magnetic field components as in 
Figure S1 during Juno’s entry into the Jovian magnetosphere prior to orbit insertion. At 
the time of observation Juno was 113.9 Rj distant.  
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 Fig. S3 
Locations of the bow shock (blue) and magnetopause (red) boundaries encountered 
inbound prior to Jupiter orbit insertion (filled) and during the first orbit (open) compared 
with the average positions fitted to prior encounters [40]. Position is given in Jupiter 
Solar Orbit (JSO) coordinates where X is directed from Jupiter to the Sun, Y is in 
Jupiter’s orbital plane and nearly opposite to the orbital velocity, and Z completes the 
orthogonal system.  
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 Fig. S4 
Magnetic fluctuations observed during Juno’s traversal of the main auroral oval (shaded 
region) at ~08:35 DOY 240. (A, B, C) the radial, theta, and phi components of the 
perturbation magnetic field (after background subtraction). (E) the magnitude of the 
magnetic field before background subtraction. (D) the measured intensities of electrons 
with energies greater than 30 keV as counted by JEDI’s 6 solid-state detectors. The 
magnitude of the spin modulation shows that these electrons are confined to a narrow 
beam. 
